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and under such grave difficulties that the Government thought it
wise to inform Lord Gort that should his communications with
Britain be severed, " he would be the sole judge of when it was
impossible to inflict further damage on the enemy." ' Fortunately
the daily rate of evacuation, which at first had been only 9,000 men,
was quickly increased to 65,000 by the skilful and heroic exertions
of the Navy, the merchant service, and an improvised volunteer
flotilla of small craft; and the bulk of the B.E.F. and many French
were finally got away. Our fighter aircraft prevented the Luftwaffe,
despite incessant efforts, from doing more than harass and delay
this evacuation, in the later stages of which French troops were
embarked in equal proportions with the> British. On June i,
Lord Gort, in accordance with orders, handed over command of
the B.E.F.'s rearguard to General Alexander; it proved impossible
to hold Dunkirk till all the French troops had been got away and
at midnight on June 2, General Alexander withdrew the last men of
his command. In the so-called " Miracle of Dunkirk " 225,000
British and 123,000 French troops were rescued ; but they arrived
in Britain weary, disorganised, without arms and equipment, no
longer an army, but the disjected fragments of one, and much time
would be required before they could again, be considered fit to
fight. The Dunkirk campaign had in fact been a military disaster
of the first order, and an incomplete victory for the enemy only
because he had not succeeded in his full object of rounding up or
destroying the whole of the Allied 'northern armies.
To complete the unhappy story of the 1940 campaign in France,
it only remains to recount the action of the portion of the British
Army not involved in the Dunkirk disaster. This comprised the
5ist and ist Armoured Divisions and two extemporised formations
of base and line of communication troops, to which were later
added the 52nd and ist Canadian Divisions. The 5ist Division,
sent round from the eastern front in the last week in May, and the
ist Armoured Division, which had landed a week previously,
joined the French loth Army holding the front south of the Somme,
and both took part in the unsuccessful attacks on May 29 and 30,
designed to eliminate the hostile bridgehead south of Abbeville.
The ist Armoured Division, having lost two-thirds of its tanks in
this action, had to be withdrawn south of the Seine to refit and
could play little part in the subsequent fighting. The 5ist Division
was holding a twenty-mile front south of Abbeville, when the
Germans on June 5 launched the decisive offensive which was to
shatter the residue of the French Army and knock France out of
the war. It was quickly forced back to the Bresle, whence half of
it was sent back to help defend the approaches to Havre; the other
half, some 6,000 strong, was cut off from the Seine and forced
back to the coast around St. Valery; a rescue attempt by the Navy

